Symbols for
rockers customization

Rockers for devices of FF Series can be customized with symbols as shown in the
library. Upon request, it is also possible to customize rockers with
symbols and text provided by the customer.

WALL-MOUNTING DEVICES

Square rockers
The code extension includes 3 characters identifying material, colour and finishing
and 3 more characters identifying symbols. Within the last 3-character group, the first
character identifies a double symbol, while the second and third characters identify a
single symbol.
Single symbol
The single symbol is reproduced in the central part of the square rocker, centred both
horizontally and vertically. If the second and third characters of the extension-code
equal “0”, the rocker has no single symbol.
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symbol

Single
symbol

Double
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Double symbol
The double symbol is reproduced in the upper and lower part of the square rocker, both
centred horizontally. If the first character in the extension-code equals “0”, the rocker
has no double symbol.

Vertical rectangular rockers
The code extension includes 3 characters identifying material, colour and finishing
and 3 more characters identifying symbols. Within the last 3-character group, the first
character identifies a double symbol, while the second and third characters identify a
single symbol.
Single symbol
The single symbol is reproduced in the central part of the rectangular rocker, centred
both horizontally and vertically. If the second and third characters of the extension-code
equal “0”, the rocker has no single symbol.
Double symbol
The double symbol is reproduced in the upper and lower part of the rectangular rocker,
both centred horizontally. If the first character in the extension-code equals “0”, the
rocker has no double symbol.

Horizontal rectangular rockers
The code extension includes 3 characters identifying material, colour and finishing
and 3 more characters identifying symbols. Within the last 3-character group, the first
character identifies a double symbol, while the second and third characters identify a
single symbol.

Single symbol

Single symbol
The single symbol is reproduced in the central part of the rectangular rocker, centred
both horizontally and vertically. If the second and third characters of the extension-code
equal “0”, the rocker has no single symbol.
Double symbol
The double symbol is reproduced on the left and right sides of the rectangular rocker,
vertically centred. If the first character in the extension-code equals “0”, the rocker has
no double symbol.

Double symbol

Single symbols
WALL-MOUNTING DEVICES

DO NOT
DISTURB

AD

Garage door

AE

Gate

AF

Barrier

AG

Pedestrian
entrance

AM Ceiling lamp

AN

Spotlight

AO

Staircase light

AP

External lights

AQ

Generic light

00

No symbol

AA

Buzzer

AB

Electric load

AC

AH

Irrigation

AI

Floor lamp

AL

Wall lamp

Do not disturb

MAKE UP
ROOM

AR

Dimming

AS

Make up room

AT

Sound system

AU

Power off

AV

Power on

AZ

Roller, blind

BA

Indoor curtain

BB

Outdoor curtain

BC

Portable electrical
load

BD

Comfort scene

BE

Irrigation scene

BF

Lighting scene

BG

Outdoor lighting
scene

BH

Manual scene

BI

Night scene

BL

Scenario off

BM

On scene

BN

Roller opening
scene

BO

Roller closing
scene

BP

Curtain opening
scene

BQ

Curtain closing
scene

BR

Party scene

BS

Presence scene

BT

Stand-by scene

BU

Door lock

BV

Unlock

BZ

Lock

CA

Room service

CB

Service

CC

Disabled

CD

Assistance

CE

Loudspeaker

CO

Increment (full
arrow up)

2

1

CF

Temperature

CG

Temperature
increase

CH

Temperature
reduction

CP

Increment (full
arrow down)

CQ

Increment (empty
arrow up)

CR

Increment (empty
arrow down)

CI

Fan

CL

Fan speed 1

CM

Fan speed 2

3

CN

Fan speed 3

Note. For convenience, all the symbols in this page are shown as they appear on
square rockers. The same symbols may also be requested for rectangular rockers.

Double symbols
WALL-MOUNTING DEVICES

ON

OFF

0

H

A

No symbol

On / Off (I/O)

I

Simple arrows

Plus / minus

B

L

Arrows (empty)

Triple bullet
(empty/full)

Q

Arrows
(empty / full)

D

Arrows (full)

1

2

3

0

0 ON

0

Speed 1

ON

P

C

M

Speed 2

N

Speed 3

R

On / Off (I/O)

E

On / Off

O

Triple bullet
(empty/full)

F

Bullets
(empty)

S

Plus / minus

G

Bullets
(empty/full)

OFF

On / Off

OFF

Text customization
Square rockers can be customized with text to be shown in the upper, central or lower
areas. Texts must be specified at order time.

Abcdefghilmn

Abcdefghilmn
Abcdefghilmn

Text added to
upper area only
(max 12 characters)

Abcdefghilmn

Abcdefghilmn

Text added to
lower area only
(max. 12 characters)

Text added to both
upper and lower areas
(max. 12 chars each)

Horizontal rectangular rockers can be customized by means of text in their central area.

Abcdefghilmn

Text added to central area
only (1 or 2 lines,
max. 12 chars each)

Text added to central area
only (1 or 2 lines,
max. 12 chars each)

Vertical rectangular rockers can be customized with text to be shown in the upper,
central or lower areas.
Text added to both
upper and lower areas
(max. 12 chars each)

Abcdefghilmn

Abcdefghilmn

Abcdefghilmn

Text added to central area
(1 or 2 lines,
max. 12 chars each)

